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Research at the interface between Computer-Aided Drug Discovery (CADD),
Cheminformatics and Research Informatics is an exciting field and has become important in
drug discovery. We help project teams to use the right data at the right time to take the best
decisions to optimize small molecule compounds against multiple objectives. Over the course
of a discovery project, a multitude of decisions are taken for each compound synthesized,
thus describing how compound series are optimized. Typically, decisions are taken based on
a complex underlying data structure known to the various scientists on the team and hence
evolvement of a chemical series reflects this data implicitly. Understanding fully which
decisions are taken when and under what circumstances is usually restricted to the team
members. Transferring that knowledge between teams and over time can be a bottleneck in
pharmaceutical research.
Our cross-departmental and scientific group structure of experts from different fields is set up
to find novel methods to automatically extract, analyze, and understand that information from
historical data. Leveraging on recent advances in the fields of machine learning and

behavioral analysis the derivation of those decision patterns taking into account biological
(assay data) as well as chemical (reactions, building blocks) information has become a true
possibility
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